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ABSTRACT

The thesis work considers high-rise building construction

practice in Bangladesh. The study has been carried out to

evaluate the state of mechanization and techniques of high-rise

building construction being practiced in Bangladesh. A field

survey has been conducted among selected construction firms and

individuals engaged in various high-rise construction projects in

order to gather information about construction techniques being

used by them. This has been further substantiated by direct

surveying of construction sites in Dhaka city. To evaluate the

state of mechanization, informations were collected about

construction equipments available with various construction
organisations.

It has been observed that the level of mechanization in building

construction practice in Bangladesh is still at a low ebb. Even

proper and economic utilization of available equipments did not

result due to lack of planned management. A wide scope has been

found to exist for introducing modern building construction

techniques and methods. Finally, it is concluded that proper

mechanization and implementation of modern building construction

techniques would bring significant economy in high-rise building

construction by improving its quality and reducing construction
time ..
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

Bangladesh is a newly born developing country. Developments in

construction practice and in construction industry has a

significant role in the overall development of a country. So, its

construction industry requires serious attention for further

improvement. The study of high-rise building construction

practice in Bangladesh is needed in order to identify the

shortcomings and find ways to overcome them.

From the earliest period to the present1, building material cost

and labour cost have increased considerably. Material cost can

not be reduced. However, with improvement in design, material

consumption can be limited and total construction cost can be

reduced by introducing advanced technologies in construction

practice. The study of construction practice therefore, is very

important in order to find out the scope of its improvement.

1 .2 SCOPE OF THE WORK

A new surge of activity in the construction of tall buildings has

taken place within the last few years. Although there have been

many advancements in building construction technology in general,
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spectacular achievements have been made in the design and

construction of high-rise-buildings.

The early development of high-rise buildings began with

structural steel framing; Reinforced concrete has since been

economically and competitively used in a number of structures for

both residential and commercial purposes. The newer high rise

buildings ranging from 50 to 110 stories and now being built all

over the United States, are the result of very recent innovations

and development of new structural systems (Fig. 1.1).

Greater height entails increased column and beam sizes to make

buildings more rigid so that under wind load they will not sway

beyond an acceptable limit. Excessive lateral sway may cause

serious recurring damage to partitions, ceilings and other

architectural details. In addition, excessive sway may cause

discomfort to the occupants of the building because of their

perception of such motion. New structural system of reinforced

concrete, as well as steel, take full advantage of the inherent

potential stiffness of the total building and therefore do not

require additional stiffening to limit the sway.

In a steel structure, for example, the economy can be defined in

terms of the total average quantity of steel per square foot of

floor area of the building. Curve A in Fig. 1.2 represents the

average unit weight of a conventional frame with increasing

numbers of stories. Curve B represents the average steel weight

if the fram~ is protected from all lateral loads. The gap between
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the upper boundary and the lower boundary represents the premium

for height for the traditional column and beam frame. Within the

last few years structural engineers have developed new structural

systems with a view to eliminating this premium.

Structural steel is widely used in

buildings in developed countries.

the construction of high-rise

The development of improved

construction techniques and constant improvements in methods of

production and fabrication have rendered its use virtually

limitless.

Reinforced concrete frames are universally used for construction

of medium to high-rise build.ings. The development of improved

construction techniques has made it possible to construct a high-

rise building less costlier both in time and money9. The

construction techniques being widely used in high-rise reinforced

concrete buildings ~re :

- Lift Slab technique

- Slip-form construction technique

- Prefabricated construction

- Tilt-up construction

- Drop-slab construction

- Composite construction technique

cutting and binding are done

generally done by using mixer

In Bangladesh, reinforced

semimechanized. Reinforcement

manually, concrete mixing is

concrete construction is

3



machine; concrete carrying upto four storied height is done

manually and above this height concrete is generally carried by

skip and hoist or bucket and hoist.

Fabricated type scaffolding of steel tubes are widely used all

over the world. In Bangladesh bamboo or wooden scaffolding are

still being used. For shuttering wooden plankets and steel sheets

have found wide application. At present slip forms, flying forms

etc. are being very successfully used for concreting.

Painting on the surface of walls and ceilings may also be applied

by spraying machine or manually by using brush.

The present work is concerned. wi th the study of high rise

building construction practice in Bangladesh. It includes the

study of construction procedure being followed, the state of

mechanization in construction industry and techniques and methods

of construction in use. This type of study is helpful for

evaluating the state of high rise building construction industry

with its shortcomings and scope of development.
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1.3 METHODOLOGY USED IN THE STUDY

To study the present state of practice, the capabilities of

different construction firms working in Bangladesh, and the

technology they employ for constructio of high-rise building, it

was decided to gather information/data through distributing a

questionnaire to the selected firms.

A survey was also carried out by visiting various construction

sites in and around Dhaka city. Interviews were also taken on the

spot with differnt workers, labourers, contractors and engineers,

working and supervising construction works, and the comments were
noted.

1.4. OBJECTIVES OF THE WORK

A lot of limitations exist for developing and improving the high

rise building construction practice in Bangladesh due to resource

constraints. The construction practice no doubt can be improved

by adopting advanced technology and changing over to mechanized

system for construction. However, considering the resource

constraint and conditions of developing technology, scope of its

improvement 'lies ~n optimum utilization of available resources

and adoption of appropriate technology. In this context, the

objectives of the present work are :

1. To study the present state of high rise building

construction practice in Bangladesh.
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2. To study the capabilities of different construction
organization working in the country by conducting a survey

to asscertain the available construction equipments they

have and the technology they employ for construction.

3. To study the scope of optimum and better utilization of

available resources and adoption of advanced methods of

construction in the present socio-economic condition.

1.5 LIMITATIONS OF THE WORK

Due to time limitations, questionnaires were distributed to

selected construction firms engaged in high-rise construction

only at random basis.

To limit the study within the scope of the work, selected firms

working in Dhaka City and construction sites in and around Dhaka

city were taken under consideration.

Therefore, the remarks. or conclusions made can not be

generalized.

6
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WORLD'S TALLEST REINFORCED CONCRETE BUILDING, THE 311 SOUTH WACKER HIGH RISER
IN CHICAGO, USA.

Figure 1.1
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2.1 GENERAL

CHAPTER 2

COMPONENTS OF HIGH-RISE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

field of high-rise building

Building is a term challenge10, and to meet this challenge, the

clear communication of information is essential. This

communication in the form of well-presented drawings and expert

instructions, backed by a thorough knowledge of basic principles,

is a vital link in the better understanding of complete prOcess
of high-rise bUilding. The whole

technology has become very complex and relies on an increasing
necessity of specialization.

In recent years the radical changes in the Use of equipment by

builders have brought about a virtual revolution in high-rise

building construction techniques. Not only have enormous studies

been made in the scope and complexity of the various mechanical
aids to building construction but there has also been a

noticeable change in the attitude of builders to mechanization in
general.

The development of mechanization and improved construction

techniques contribute to the development of high-rise structures.,

The mechanization and improved construction methods has provided

7



better technical solutions to many problems and, in most cases
has resulted in reduced construction costs9.

Lift-slab construction method, slip forming construction method

and the highly mechanized flying form construction methods are

possible due to development of modern technique and
mechanization:

High-rise Building Construction:

It is difficult to define a high-rise building. A building having

only ground floor may be called single storied building. A

building having minimum 2 to 4 stories upto 10 stories may be

called multistoried building. Building beyond 10 stories are

called high-rise building. A current trend is observed that some

firms are constructing 16 storied or mor.e high housing complex
buildings in and around Dhaka.

Basic design principle are same for one storied, multistoried and

high rise building. Except that when a building rises high two
factors become prominent14 :

No.1 Higher vertical load requires larger columns, walls and
cores.

No.2 Overturning by lateral forces like strong wind and
earthquake requires careful study and proper provision
against overturning must be provided.

8



Material requirement becomes more for high rise building compared
to that for low rise buildings to resist both vertical and

horizontal loads. In the case of either concrete or steel design

there are certain basic principles for providing additional

resistance to lateral forces and deflections in high-rise
buildings without too much sacrifice in economy such as :

1. Increase the effective width of the moment-resisting
subsystems. This is very useful because increasing the width will

cut down the overturn force directly and will reduce deflection

by the third power of the width increase, other things remaining

constant. However, this does require that the vertical components

of the widened subsystem be suitably connected to actually gain
this benefit.

2. Increase the material in the most effective resisting

components. For ~xample, materials added in the lower floors to

the flanges of columns and connecting girders will directly

decrease the overall deflection and increase the moment
resistance without contributing mass in the Upper floors where
the earthquake problem is aggravated.

3. Arrange to have the greater part of vertical loads be

carried directly on the primary moment-resisting components. This

will help stabilize the building against tensile overturning

forces by precomressing the major overturn resisting components.

9



energy than using walls or diagonal members.

4. The local shear in each story can be best resisted by

strategic placement of solid walls or the use of diagonal members

in a vertical subsystem. Resisting these shears solely by

vertical members in bending is usually less economical, since

achieving sufficient bending resistance in the columns and
connecting girders will require more material and construction

5. Sufficient horizontal diaphragm action should be provided at

each floor. This will help to bring the various resisting
elements to work together instead of separately.

6. Create mega-frames by joining large vertical and horizontal

components such as two or more elevator shafts at multistory

intervals with a heavy floor subsystem, or by use of very deep
girder trusses.

Systems followed in Designing Highrise Building

1. Shear w~ll system

2. Rigid frame system

3. Tubular system

2.2 STEPS IN HIGH-RISE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURE

The high-rise building construction method is a group of
sequential procedures. The main procedures are :

10
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_ Preliminary site investigation

_ Site sub-soil investigation

_ Site cleaning and preparation

_ Building layout
_ Excavation for foundation

_ Foundation construction

_ Earth filling operation

- Formwork
_ Fabrication of reinforcing bars

_ Preparation of aggregate
_ Preparation for placing of concrete

_ Process of manufacture of concrete

- Finishing

- Painting

2.2.1 Preliminary Site Investigation

The first steps in building construction is the site

investigation.This is done in the planning stage of a building.

This starts with the study of topography of the site, proximity

of the other building to the construction site, and means of

protecting it, when excavation needed close to the existing

building. Access to the site is the another consideration to be

studied during site investigation, it is required to identify

most practical and economical routes by which equipments and

materials are to be moved to the job site. Lastly the site

investigation should include a study on the unavailability of

local labour and electricity and water supply.

11



2.2.2 Site Sub-soil Investigation

For the design of a right type of foundation safely and

economically, a design engineer must have sufficient information

about the physical properties of underlying soil, the soil

profile arrangement and also about the under ground water table.

These informations are obtained by sub-soil exploration. The sub-

soil exploration is generally carried out by specialized

organizations with expertise and knowledge in this field.

2.2.3 Site Cleaning and Preparation

After preliminary investigation and site selection the building

site is cleaned and prepared for layout of the building. The

cleaning can be done in several operations, depending on the type

of vegetation, the condition of soil and topography, the amount

of cleaning required, and the purpose for which the cleaning is
done.

2.2.4. Building Layout

Once the site hafi been prepared, it is therefore. necessary to

locate the building precisely within the boundary of the site.

The building layotit is done by leveling instruments.

With the help of leveling instrument, the boundaries of the plot

on which a building is to be constructed is established by

markers, called monuments. The contractor locates the boundary

12
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markers, and by running lines between them, establishes the (+'
boundaries.

Now, from the distances given on the site plan and using a tape,

the building can be laid-out by driving stakes at the corners and

on the columns center lines. The accuracy of the staking may be

checked by measuring the diagonals of the rectangle concerned.

Each pair will be exactly equal if the stakes are set in their
correct position.

These corner stakes will be lost during excavating operations,

and it is therefore necessary to record their position

beforehand. This is done by means of batter boards, on which are
marked points on of column and wall lines.

Lines running between designated points on two opposite batter

boards represent a building line outside of wall frame, center

line of column footings etc. Two intersecting line represent a
building corner.

2.2.5 Excavation for Foundation

The types of soil at the site will be the major factor in

determining the type of excavating equipment needed for
excavation for foundation7.

Excavating operations are of two types, general and special.

General excay~tions include all the work, other than rock

13
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excavation, which can be carried out by mechanical equipment.

Excavating equipments in details are described in article 3.4.2.

Special excavation includes the work that must be done by

blasting, by special machine, by hand, or by a combination of
hand and machine.

2.2.6. Foundation Construction

The first step of foundation construction is the layout for

footing forms. This can be done by a number of ways.

For pile foundations, perimeter pile centers may be established

by locating and staking the centers of the corner piles from

batter board lines. Lines may now be strung between .these points

and the location of the remainder of the perimeter piles found by
measuring along the lines.

The inner piles may now be located by measurement. The elevation

of the tops of all piles is indicated on the foundation plan and
must be checked as the piles are placed.

The next step will be concreting, placement of reinforcement, and

curing for required strength of the foundation.

14
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2.2.7. Earth Filling Operation,

When foundation construction is completed, the excavated area is

filled to develpp a leveled surface so that scaffolding and

formwork can easily be done for construction of superstructure.

The excavated soil returned to the excavation is called back

filling. The back filling is usually done manually with the help

of basket and sometimes using bulldozer. The back filling should

be done by a certain amount of water to the filling material so

that the loose ,:,oilparticles can be packed more closely to

develop a compacted soil like the original one. The soil needs
compaction while being placed.

2.2.8 Formwork

Formwork is a mould in to which the freshly mixed, plastic

concrete is placed. They must generally be build so that they may

be easily removed after the concrete has gained sufficient
strength.

The materials used for formwork are wood, steel and plastic. Wood

is the most widely used material for building forms and no matter

required (Plate:5).

what material is used some wood is nearly always

Steel is also widely used as a material for making forms. Steel

angles and bars are used extensively as frames for form panels,

which may be faced with plywood or sheet steel. Steel inside and

15



out side corner pieces are used to join panels of this type at
corners. Many of the forms used in the precast industry are faced

with sheet steel, and standard channels are frequently used as

walers for large forms. Ribbed slab forms are largely made from

sheet steel, and flat slab edge forms are often of rolled steel.

Glass-fiber-reinforced plastic is another form facing material in

common use. It may be used to fabricate such things as done pans

for waffel floors or may be spray coated over a wooden base

forms.

2.2.9. Fabrication of Reinforcement

Reinforcement cutting and binding for building construction is a

specialized work. The reinforcement fabrication procedure

consists of straightening, descaling, cleaning of contact

surface, butt-welding, strengthening (heat treatment) if

necessary, cutting to prescribed lengths, binding in accordance

with specifications.

Assembly operations comprise welding of heavy mats and cages,

pre-assembly of flat cages into box type units and, if needed

assembly of reinforcement and form units. Rebars are cut by

powered shears capable of handling rebars upto 2.75 in. or bundle

of several bars of corresponding diameters. Shear intended for

cutting reinforcement upto 2.75 in. are operated hydraulically.

Small batches of reinforcement upto 3/4 in can be cut by hand

operated shear12.

16



Rebar can be bend on mechanically or manually operated'machines.

Mechanically operated machine may be of automatic control system.

Small diameter bar upto 1/2 in. can be bent in hand-operated

bending machines.

The fabrication of lightweight reinforcement supplied in coils

consist of cleaning, straightening, cutting and if necessary,

strengthening. These operations may be performed in special

machines operating automatically and capable of straightening,

cleaning and cutting, reinforcement into rods of specified

lengths. Resultant straight bars are transferred to welding

stations or sent to form bents, hooks, collars, creation loops
,

etc.

2.2.10 Preparation of Aggregate

Aggregate is usually used as crushed-stone. Crushed stone size

greater then 3/16 in. is known as coarse aggregate and aggregates

smaller then 3/16 in. is known as fine aggregate. The production

of aggregate involves drilling, blasting, loading, transporting,

crushing, screening, handling and storing.

Sand or fine aggregate graduation is done with the help of

mechanical equipment known as sand preparation and classification

equipment.

17



2.2.11 Preparation for placing of concrete

Before placing concrete the formwork or the surface on which the

concrete will be placed must be cleaned properly. The forms and

reinforcement must be erected according to the specifications.

Surface level sho~ld be checked and moist before concreting on

it. When concrete is to be placed on subgrade or rock, all loose

materials should be removed, the surface must be trimmed to

specified elevation, thoroughly compacted and should be moist

before concrete is placed. A moist subgrade is particularly

important to prevent rapid extraction of water from concrete.

When fresh concrete is to be placed on hardened concrete it is

important to secure a good bond and a watertight joint. The

hardened concrete s40uld be fairly level, rough, clean and moist.

Some of the aggregate particles should be exposed by cutting away

part of the existing surface by sand blasting, by cleaning with

hydrochloric acid or by using a wire brush. Any laitance or soft

layer of morter must be'removed from the surface.

2.2.12 Process of Manufacture of concrete

The term concrete generally implies the most popularly used

portland cement concrete. It consists of portland cement, water,

and aggregates which are mixed together, placed, consolidated,

and allowed to solidify and harden. The portland cement and

water form a paste having water cement ratio in the range 0.4 to

18



0.7. Normal concrete consists of about three-fourths aggregate

and one-fourth paste by volume. Admixtures are sometimes added

for specific purpose.

The operations involved in the manufacture of concrete are

- Batching

- Mixing

- Transporting

- Placing

- Compacting

- Curing

The measurement of materials for making concrete is known as

batching. There are two methods of batching volume batching

and weight batching. Mixing of materials is essential for the

production of uniform concrete. The mixing should ensure that the

mass becomes homogeneous, uniform in color and consistent. There

are two methods adopted

machine mixing.

for mixing concrete: hand mixing and

Mixing of concrete is almsot invariably carried out by machine,

for reinforced concrete work and for madium or large scale mass

concrete work. Machine mixing is not only efficient, it is

ecnomical when the quantity of concrete to be produced is large.
,

In ready mixed concrete, the materials are batched at a central

plant but are mixed in a mixer truck either in transit to the

19



site or immediately prior. to the concrete being discharged. In

ready mixed concrete better quality can b~ achieved.

A variety of methods may be used to transfer the concrete from

mixer or truck ~o the forms. As means of transportation of

concrete, pans, bucket and roap way, truck mixer and dumper, belt

conveyor, chute, skip and hoist, pump and pipe line may be

employed.

Concrete should be placed as nearly as possible in its final

position in limited quantities and should not be allowed to flow

or be worked over a long distance in the form. Concrete placed in

forms should never be allowed to drop freely more than 3 to 4 ft.

Compaction of concrete is necessary for removal of all entrapped

air from the newly placed green concrete. Compaction of concrete

may be done by hand compaction or mechanical compaction. Hand

compaction consi~ts of rodding, ramming and tamping. Machanical

compaction is performed by using internal vibrator, formwork

vibrator, platfor~ vibrator or surface vibrator.

Curing is a process of maintaining a satisfactory moisture

condition and a favourable temperature in concrete during period

immediately following placing. Curing methods may be divided

broadly into four categories, e.g. water curing, membrane curing,
I

application of ~eat, miscellaneous method; Water curing is the
, .best method. of c~r1ng satisfying all the major requirements.

20



2.3.13 Finishing

The completion of the building frame and the structural floors

and erection of curtain wall, where applicable, marks the end of

phase one in the construction of a building. The second phase

includes the application of exterior veneer facings, insulation

of outside doors and glass entrance ways, window insulation,

completion of stairs, interior wall and ceiling finishes,

installation of finish floors, hanging of inside doors, .and in

some cases, the iqstallation of partitions.

Plastering is used for finishing walls and ceilings of a

building. For plastering portland cement and gypsum are most

widely used.

2.3.14 Painting

Painting in a building is a finishing operation, and it is done

on the surface of a building for protective, sanitary, hygienic

and decorative purposes.

In its protective function, it safeguards structure against

attack by surrounding media12 (moistening, attack by acids,

alkalis etc). Paints are required to be air and gas tight.

Various kinds of paints are in use. These are lime, glue,

silicate, emulsion, oil, enamel and other varieties. By the

degree of complication and quality,
I

painting may be plain,

improved and extra quality.
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2.3. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS

The basic human needs in order of priority are food, clothing and

shelter. Again land is the most important of the natural

reosurces used ext~nsively for meeting those basic needs.

Bangladesh is suffering from chronfc food shortage. It is also

one of the poorest country of the world with high density' of

population. Due to explosion of population which is nearly 3

percent per annum, the gap between demand and production of food

in the country is widening every year. With the growth of

unchecked population more lands already utilised for food

production are bei~g put out of cultivation every year for making

provision for more residential houses, 'schools, hospitals,

administrative buildings, roads, factories, shops, markets etc.

As a result effort for production of more food is being

frustrated.

Moreover, migration from village to urban societies in search of

employment by the poor landless and unemployed persons and by

well-to-do people for better urban life is on the increase. Such

migrators are in need for accommodation in urban areas. Again a

large number of nascent billionaires both, in public and private

sectors and the middle class wage earners employed in tax free

petrodollar area of the Middle-East are desparately running after

each available land developed, in a mad race to get it and to

build luxurious villas. Consequently the cost of land in Dhaka
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has been pushed up 1000 times the 1970 price at the fixed money

value of that year.

In the light of the aforesaid context it is a good sign for the

country as some of real estate owners and builders have come
Iforward to establish construction industries. They are

constructing multi-storied flats in Dhaka under co-operative

society system. It is surely creating in opportunity for upper

middle class people to have their accommod~tion in such flats at

a reasonable price where each share of land cost remains very

low. It helps older persons also to avail of the facilities of

flats in high rise buildings as the advanced age compel them to

seek help for their security and maintenance of individual

residence. Wage earners employed in Middle East and other

absentee house owpers find it advantageous to purchase above

stated flats for their future residence. Aforesaid high rise

buildings can accommodate more people in small area at

metropolitan Dhaka and elsewhere with better environment.

2.4. SAFETY PROVISIONS PRACTICED

In high-rise buildings safety has become a most important factor.

Some unscrupulous builders motivated by exorbitant profit,

sacrifice the question of safety, durability and quality of the

buildings. In such case, the flat owners are often made to face

inconvenience and frustration. They may sometime become victim of

loss of 1ives and properties due to failure of the structures.

There are examples of structural failure of high rise buildings
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in Dhaka and at Narayanganj caused due to improper design of the

buildings. Some of the practices adopted by the so-called

builders in planning, designing and construction of high-rise

buildings are given below :

1. In some cases for the purpose of creating confidence in the
'i;.

mind of the prospective client names of reliable consulting

archi tects and design engineers are associated as planners and

designers in the brochures and leaflets of the builders. Those

planners and desigpers, whose names are used in the brochures and

leaflets are approached at the beginning of the proposed

structure. But ultimately underqual ified or inexperienced

planners and designers, working as brief-case consultants, are

engaged to comple~e the final working drawings of the proposed

building at a small fee.

2. Some builders hardly utilise the importance of the service of

planners and designers for supervision and inspection of the

buildings during execution. So the builders in question during

construction of their buildings play the role of four-in-one i.e.

of planners, designers, owners and contractors. As a reuslt

standard specifications required for safety, quality and

workmanship of the buildings under construction are not

maintained. These builders adopt the above stated procedure to

earn additional profit. Ultimately flat owners suffer on account

of unsafe and poor quality of work. Use of less steel in

structures, inadequate amount of cement and under specified

materials in conc~ete may also seriously affect its safety and/or
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flats.

the flat

return for the

their money's worth as promised by the

may shorten the life of the structure. There is no provision in
the agreements executed between builders and flat owerns to

protect the interest of the flat owners against failure of
structures.

To attract the attention of the prospective flat owners and to

prove that the declared values of each type of flats are their

money'S worth, the builders in question often advertise the

provisions of higher specifications and Use of costly fittings

and materials in their flats. In most cases the so-called

builders fail to honour their commitments in respect of higher

specification~ and costly fittings in the flats. As the value of

the flats is realised before giving the possession of the flats
the owners fail to get,

builders. Because the agreements executed between

owners and the builders are designed to protect the interest of

the builders only. There is provision of penalty for the delay in

payment of in~tallments on the part of the owners. Due to absence' .

of any provision of penalty clause in the agreement for the delay

in execution of the flats, owners are afraid to put pressure on

builders for fulfilment of their commitments for higher

specifications, costly fittings and materials as it may drive the,

builders to take the policy of go-slow in completing the,

Some of the builders take more than 5 years to complete the
flats. Consequently owners are not getting

investments in time. Sometime builders allegedly use the money
received from flat owners in advance for other purpose.



The builders make provision of certain number of the stories for

the proposed buildings. On the basis of proposed stories and

number of flats the ultimate value of the land is proportionately

realised from the owners. In cases extra stories are added,

without the knoweldge of the flat owners of declared flats.

Additional stories or extra area to flats are added after final

design of the foundation and structural members and their

execution. As a result foundation and the different members of

the buildings from ground floor to the topmost floor are

subjected to overloading beyond the allowable designed load. Thus

life of the buitdings is seriously affected and in some cases
ultimate failure occurs.

To maximise the return from certain areas more than one high-rise

buiding for residential purpose is built close to each other

without any regard to the general specifications followed by

developed countries. Such action creates many undesireable

psychological, social and environmental problems for the society.

Provision of quality lifts and standby generators are the most

important equipment for the use of residents of high-rise flats.

In some cases builders provide unspecified and poor quality lifts

and stand-by generators in the buildings constructed by them in

violation of their commitments taking advantage of absence of any

declaration of detailed specifications of the proposed lifts and

generators in their brochures. Such action is very unfortunate

which naturally ~~ounts to breach of trust and criminal offence

as frequent failure of such poor quality lifts and generators
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financial loss.

sufferings of the people and stop misuse of national wealth

{1""

of the unscrupulous

cause untold sufferings to the flat owners in addition to heavy

developers and builders, Ministry of Works, Ministry of LGRD and

To safeguard the loss of lives and properties and to mitigate the

through unethical and illegal activity

RAJUK are being urged to take appropriate measures.
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CHAPTER 3

BUILDING CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTS

3 .1. GENERAL

A problem which frequently confronts a contractor as he plans to

construct a project is the selection of the most sui table

equipments. A contractor does not pay for construction equipment;

the equipment must pay for itself by earning for the contractor,

more money than it costs2. Unless it can be established in

advance that a unit of equipment will earn more than the cost it

should not be purchased.

A contractor can never afford to own, all types or sizes of

equipments that might be used for the kind of work he does. It

may be possible to determine what kind and size of equipments

seem most suitable for a given project. Yet this information

alone will not necessarily justify the purchase because cost may

not be recovered before the completion of the project and the

disposal of the equipment at the completion of the project at a

reasonable price may become impossible. However considering the

probable heavy depreciation for the new equipment and the

uncertainty that it can be used on future projects the apparently

idle equipment may prove to be more expensive than the equipment
now owned by the contractor.

With respect to high-rise construction selection of special

equipment is very important and essential.
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3.2.

II
i,'

STANDARD AND SPECIAL TYPES OFEQUIPMENTS FOR HIGH-RISE \1
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

There is no clear defination of standard equipments. Equipments

that is standard for one contractor may be special for another

contractor. It depends on the extent to which a contractor will

use it in his construction operations. Standard and special

equipments are sometimes distinguished by the extent it is

commonly manufactured and available to prospective purchasers.

Thus, a l-cu-yd diesel power crawler mounted power shovel may be, ,

standard equipment, whereas a 30-cu-yd shovel could be classified

as special equipment2. The larger shovel is normally manufactured

for a special purposes. On the other hand for high-rise building

construction, selection of special equipment is a vital factor.

3.3 SELECTION OF EQUIPMENTS

The selection of the proper equipment to do a particular job is

one of the most important aspects of construction work2. The cost

of delays due to inadequate or worn-out-plant, and the effect of

these delays in disrupting the works programme, must be

considered where ever tools and equipments are being selected for

use. It is by reliability rather than by initial co~t that one

must form one's judgement. Reliability means that one can predict

with confidence the appropriate times for regular equipment

overhauls, an~ one will not be held up between .these times by

unpredictable qreakdowns. One measure of reliability ~s the rate

of expenditure on repairs and overhauls; this can be expressed as
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'>a percentage per working hours of the initial cost of an

equipment. Records of actual expenditure on repairs and overhauls

will readily e~tablish such rate I from which one is able to

determine whether a piece of plant is performing economically or

whether it should be replaced. However I manufacturer's

recommendations are of vital importance, coupled with his own or

his colleagues experiences. Furthermore it is necessary to be

aware of new development in plant and equipment and of the

reliability of vendors.

3.4. CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENTS AND THEIR FUNCTIONS.

3.4.1. Land Cleaning Equipments

Land cleaning operation is the first operation for building

construction. B~fore starting construction on any site, all trees

and bushes have to be cleaned. Cleaning operation may be
performed by Tractor-mounted special blades and Tractor-pulled

chains and steel cables.

Tractor-mounted special blades are nowadays extensively used

for felling the big trees. Two types of blades are used to fell

trees, both are mounted on the front ends of tractors. One is a

single angle blade with a projecting stinger on the lead side

extending ahead of blade so that it may be forced in to remove

stumps and to stack material for burning.
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Another type of special blade is a v-blade with a protruding

stinger at its lead point. The sole effect of the blade permits

it to slide along the surface of the ground thereby cutting

vegetation flush with the surface. However. it can j:>elowered

below the surface to remove stumps. Also the blade may be raised

to permit the stinger to pierce. a tree above the surface of

ground.

Tractor pulled chain is a heavy chain pulled by two crawler

tractors whicll is effective in felling trees and partially

e Iem ina tin g b ru sh w hen use d to c Iear sem ia rid Iand. The

effectiveness 9f the chain may be increased by welding sections

such as short length of rail to the links perpendicular to the

chain. The extra weight holds the chain closer to the surface of

the ground and removes more of the smaller brush and other

vegetation.

3.4.2 Excavating Eguipments

Different types of excavating equipments are used in high rise

construction. Some of these are described below:

Bulldozer It is nothing but a tractor on which a blade is

mounted. The blade may be perpendicular to the line of travel or

at an angle to the direction of travel. The bulldozer is used for

removing and loosening the top soil. For this reason a bulldozer

is useful for starting an excavation for stripping valuable top

soil from the excavation site or for use where earth must be
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excavated froJllone part of the site and deposited as fill in

another. As an excavation deepens a bulldozer's usefulness is

reduced to loosening soil and readying it for removal by other
means.

Loader A loader is used to pick up excavated material. It
consist of a crawler or wheeled tractor with shovel (dipper) or

bucket mounted in front. A loader can excavate loose soils but

its chief use is loading excavated material in to trucks for
removal.

Scraper : Scraper has an important position in the earth moving
field particularly where large volumes must be excavated and

hauled away. A scraper is a combination machine in that it loads,

hauls and discharges material. It may be powered by tractor or. ,

some time for vary large unit has its own driving unit.

Power Shovel A power shovel is used primarily to excavate
earth and load it into trucks or deposite it on a spoil bank at

the site. It may be mounted on crawler tracks or at the rear of a

truck. A crawl~r mounted unit has slow travel speeds but wide
treads permit it to operate on soft soil.

Dragline: Dr~gline is another type of excavating equipment
I

I
consisting of qragline bucket, dragline boom, hoist cable, drag

cables and fairlead. This machine also is operated by pulling the
,

bucket toward the power unit regulating the digging depth by
adjusting the tension on the hoi st cab. It has wide range of
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operations. It cap excavate the soil lower than own level and can

deposit the excavated soil far away. Because of its large working

range it can excavate soil below the water level and in mud or
quicksand.

Clam-shell Cl~m-shell is another type of excavating equipment

consisting crane boom with hinged bucket for vertical excavation

below the ground level and for handling bulk material such as

sand and gravel. Clam is also used for digging below the water
level.

3.4.3 Hoisting EgJipment

Most materials used in the erection of buildings are handled

several times during the course of construction. Various forms of

wheeled transport~ are used for handling the materials at ground

level and various forms of hoisting equipment are used for

raising them to upper levels. The direct effect of handling

materials machinically is on the cost of the handling operation

but it has an ihdirect effect that the speed of the whole

contract is increased thus saving overhead costs and reducing the

non-productive time. The plant used for hoisting consists of

cranes hoists and elevators.

Cranes : Cranes are suitable for three-dimensional movement and

are therefore particularly useful in solving handling problems.

They may be divided into two broad group: mobile cra~es and
stationery cranes~
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Mobile cranes are either self propelled or lorry-mounted. Self

propelled cranes include those mounted on pneumatic types which

can be driven at slow speeds from site to site on normal roads

but they need hard ground on which to work on the site. On most

sites a crawler mounted crane is necessary if the crane is to be

used on unprepared ground.

Lorry-mounted cranes have a greater mobility on the road than

even a pnemetic tyred self-propelled crane but are somewhat less

mobile on the site.

When used for distributing operations in building work it is

necessary for the crane to stand some distance away from the

building in order that low-mounted jib shall not foul the top of,

the building. T~is distance can be reduced by using a short swan
necked jib or a fly jib.

Stationery cranes are fixed firmly at their work position.

Hoist: A hoist consists of a horizontal platform which is moved

up and down vertical guides by a powered winch and i~ usually

termed a platform hoist although the platform is sometimes

replaced by a tipping skip to carry concrete. The guides are tied

back to the structure or to scaffolding in order to provide

stability. Platform hoists are commonly made in size up to about

30 cwt capacity although larger models upto a capacity of 3 tons

are made ..The pl.tfom is side hung for the lower capacities and
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centre hung in a similar manner to a lift for the higher
capacities.

Elevator: This consist of a rotating belt or chain to which are

fixed buckets or lugs depending on the nature of the materials to,

'be raised.

Transporting: The term transporting implies horizontal movement

primarily but it can involve some vertical movement as in the

case of coveyor ~nd concrete pumps and the plant used for this
purpose varies widely in its nature.

Conveyors : The usual type of conveyors used on building sites
is the portable belt conveyor. They can be used to handle any

small materials such as excavated spoil from the point of

excavation to transport and for concrete placing.

,
3.4.4. Concrete Mixing Eguipments

In high-rise buiding construction a large quantity of materials

have to be mixed with water mainly concrete mortar and plaster.

Of these concrete is probably made in large quantities and the

mixing of it has been most highly mechanized. Except on jobs

requiring only as extremely small amount of concrete a concrete

mixer of some form is now used on every building site. Mixing

time shall be. at least 1 min for mixers of upto 1 cu-yd capacity

with an increase of 15 sec for every 1/2 cu-yd (or fraction

thereof) of additional capacity. The advantage of mechanical
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mixing over hand mixing except for very small quantities are

greater economy certainty of thorough mixing without loss of

cement and accurate gauging of the water content. Different types

of concrete mixers are used in high-rise construction described

below :

Nontilting drum mixer In this type the drum is cylinderical

with partially closed ends and rotates in a vertical plane the

mixed concrete being discharged either by means of a chute or by

reversing the direction of rotation of the drum. Charging of the

drum is carried out by a power loading side hopper or skip. Some

models are automatic on action producing one batch after another

only needing to b~ supplied with materials and with skips or

other transport to take each batch as it is discharged.

Tilting drum mixer This consists of a pear-shaped drum open.

at the narrow top end and revolving on a fitting axis which

permits the drum to be tilted in one direction for loading into

the open end and in the opposit direction for discharging the

batch of mixed concrete.

Split durm mixer This consists of a circular drum in two

halves rotating on a horizontal spindle. One half is arranged to

slide along the spindle to discharge the mix. Loading is carried

out through feed~ole at one side.

Pan mixer This consists of a shallow drum or pan 3 to 8 ft. in

diameter revolving on a horizontal plan. A set of roatating
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paddles on a vertical spindel projects down into the drum in

close contact with its side. Water is fed through a pierced tube

round the perimeter edge of the pan and discharge is carried

through the bottom at the center. Pan mixers are expensive and

are not readily portable but they work faster than other mixers .

.
Truck mixer These are used mainly by manufacturers of ready-

mixed concrete to delevery freshly mixed concrete to sites where

it is uneconomic or impossible to install a mixing plant.

3.4.5. Equipments for Transporting and Placing of Concrete

Concrete may be mixed on the job site or brought to it from a

mixing plant. In either case a variety of equipments may be used

to transfer the concrete from mixer or truck to the forms.

Concrete is transferred to the forms by using following

equipments.

- Push buggies and Power buggies

- Chutes

- Crane-hoisted buckets

- Belt conveyors

Push and power buggies Push and power buggies are made in a

variety of sizes from about 7/2 to 11 eft. They are equipped with

pneumatic tires for smoother operation. They need smooth and

rigid runways for movement.
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Chutes Chutes may be used to carry concrete directly from

mixer to forms or from a hopper conveniently situated to allow
chuting. Chutes should be metal or metal

should be designed so that concrete will

lined with rounded

travel fast enough to
cause segregation. It is generally recommended that the slope of

chutes be between 3 to 1 and 2 to 1 although steeper chutes may
be used to carry stiff mixers.

Crane-hoisted bucket : Buckets lifted and moved about by crane
or cable are commonly used where concrete has to be placed at a

considerable height above ground level or where forms are

otherwise inaccessible locations specially for high
construction (Plate :4).

rise

Beltconveyors Bel t conveyors are also used to transfer

concrete from mixing plant to forms. Belt conveyors are of three
types: (1) portable,, (2) series (3) side discharge.

3.4.6 Concret~ Compaction Eguipments

The compaction of concrete to an optimum degree avoiding

segregation is achieved' by using different types of vibrators

e.g. Table vibrator, Internal vibrator, (Needle vibrator), Form

work vibrator (External vibrator), Platform vibrator and Surface
vibrator (Screed vibrator).
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CHAPTER 4

TECHNIQUES OF HIGH-RISE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

4.1 GENERAL

As long as men have been on earth, they have been devising ways

of moving things, raising them, connecting them together, and

generally building things where they wanted them to be. Building

construction technique can be defined as a scientific discipline

concerned with different methods for carrying out construction
and erection of building works.

Constructing ~ building to its real shape from a paper to the,

actual site is an interrelated complex operation. These

operations are simplified by developing some techniques,

involving the use of most advantageous materials and equipments

available, including the necessary planning, preparation and
execution.

Some of such techniques in the construction of high-rise building

are protection of excavation, restrengthening of existing

foundation by u~der pinning, scaffolding for erection, formworks
for concreting, etc.

Improved construction techniques which are mostly used in
developed countries in constructing high-rise buildings, has

provided better technical solutions to many problems and in most
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cases has resulted in reduced construction costs. Some of these

methods are Lift-slab construction technique, Tilt-up

construction technique, Drop slab construction technique,

Composite construction technique, etc.

4.2 TECHNIQUES FOR PROTECTION OF EXCAVATION

In the firm soil excavated depth upto 4 to 6 ft. can be left

without side protection, if the trench can be filled in

considerably short time. But above 6 ft. in depth any soil should

be timbered to protect from side collapse.

4.2.1 Protection of Shallow Individual Footing Excavation

Sometimes concrete is cast agaisnt the excavation, generally in

the case of :Lndividual. column footing. In these cases care must

be taken th~t pieces of earth can not be falling into the
I

excavation. It is generally done by protecting the top 4 in. of

the excavation as shown in Fig. 4.1

4.2.2. Techniques for Pro'tection of Excavation for Basement

Excavation for a basement and a trench sank for a retaining wall

to support the soil out side the building should be protected. In

first stage,about 3 ft.of soil is removed. In Fig. 4.2 the dotted

lines show the soil left in this stage. The top row of poling

boards and walings and the top system of shores are then fixed.

The soil indicted by dotted one is then removed and next system
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of timbering apd shores is fixed, after which the trench for the

retaining wall is excavated and timbered. When a deep excavation

near building or streets is to be done, the wall is built in a

strutted trench in order to aovid the risk of movement.

4.2.3. Horizontal or Flying Shores

These are used to provide temporary 'support to two parallel

walls, where one or both showing sign of failure, or where

previous support, in the form of floors, has been removed. 30 ft.

between the walls is usually considered to be the maximum length

for single flying shores. For large spans, from 30 ft. to 40 ft.

a compound or double flying shore is necessary. Details of these

are shown in Fig. 4.3.

4.2.4. Vertical or Dead Shores

Shores placed vertically are termed as Dead Shores. They are used

for temporary supporting of the upper parts of walls, the lower

parts of which are required to be removed, either in the process

of under pinnirig or reinstatement during repair, or for the

purpose of making large openings in the lower parts.

Where a dead s~ore immediately under the wall is not convenient,

a system of dead shores is used, comprising of a pair of shores

supporting a horizontal beam. The wall is then carried by the

beam. If for example, the lower part of a building is to be,
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removed in order to form a large opening, the procedure is shown

in Fig. 4.4

4.3 TECHNIQUES FOR UNDER PINNING

The terms underpinning is applied to the process of excavating

under an existipg foundation and building up a new supporting

structure from a lower level to the underside of the existing

foundation the object being to tran'sfer the load from the

foundation to a new bearing at a lower level. This may be

necessary for any of the following reasons :

Wnen excessive settlement of a foundation occurred.

- To permit the level of adjacent ground to be lowered for

example where a new basement ~t a lower level is to be

formed.

- To increase the load bearing capacity of a foundation.

4.3.1 Underpinning to Column Foundations

In underpinning framed structure, the main problem is to provide'

satisfactory support to the columns, while they are being

underpinned. B!"fore excavation is begun they must be relieved

of load by dead shores under all beams bearing on them.

Reinforced concrete columns and brick piers can be supported by

means of a horizontal yoke formed of two pairs of Rolled Steel

Joist(R.S.J).The bottom pairs are large and long enough to act as
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needles to transfer the load to temporary support and the upper

pairs are at right angle to the needles and bear on them.

The pairs of joists are tied together by transverse tie rods or

angles. An alternative method, is to grip the column or pair in a

heavy steel cra~p designed to grip more tightly as it takes up

the weight of t~e column. The base of the cramps bears on needles

on opposite sides of the column which transfer the load to

supports well away from the column base. R.C. columns may be

supported by R.C. collar. Steel stanchions can be supported on

R.S.J needle by steel angles or channels welded to the stanchion

flanges and bearing on the needles as shown in Fig. 4.5

Some times it is difficult to support the needles on two' sides of

the column or stanchion. In that case, a counterweighted

cantilever support must be provided as shown in Fig. 4.6.

4.4. SCAFFOLDING
,

Scaffloding is a temporary rigid structure having platform raised

up the building~ increases in height. Scaffold enables the mason

to work at different stages of a building and to hoist the

materials for the immediate use at various heights. Scaffold is

useful in construction, demolition, maintenance or repair works.
Scaffolding may be of following types ;

- Suspended scaffolding

- Cantilever or needle scaffolding

- Steel tubular scaffolding
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4.4.1 Suspended Scaffolding

This is a very li~ht type of scaffolding and can be used only for

maintenance works such as painting, pointing, white washing,

distempering etc. The working platform is suspended form the

roofs by means of ropes, wires or chains and arrangements are

made such that the platform can be raised or lowered. This type

of scaffolding does not create any obstruction on the ground and

it is the most effective as it always provides the optimum level

for working.

4.4.2 Cantilever or Needle Scaffolding

This type of scaffolding is useful under the following

circumstances.

It is desired to keep the road or pavement near the face
of wall clear to obstruction caused by the scaffolding.

- The construction work is to be carried out for upper parts
of a high rise building.

Fig. 4.7 shows a cantilever scaffolding of putlong type. The

needles are suppprted at floor levels and strutted through

projection such as sills, cornices, string courses, etc. The

inner end of the needle projects sufficiently inside and is well

strutted between the floors as shown.

Fig. 4.8 shows a cantilever scaffolding of independent type. The

needles a~e passing through the openings and are strutted on
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floors througH the openings as shown. Suitable timber blocks

should be interposed at the ends of struts on the floor levels.

4.4.3 Steel Tubular Scaffolding

The tubular scaffolding has considerable advantages over timber.

The small diameter and the standard lengths simplify storage and

transport; if overloaded it does not suddenly break like timber,

but gives ample warning by bending. Its adaptability to any

purpose required on. a building job such as storage racks from

timber or any other material or the framing for temporary

buildings and shades, constitutes a valuable assets (Plate: 6).

The tubing employed is 3/2 in. internal diameter weldless steel

steam tubes No.6 gauge, 7/2 Ibs. per ft. run. The standard length

of the unit is 18 ft. but shorter and longer lengths can be

obtained. The s~orter lengths in most common use are 6 ft. 12 ft.

and 14 ft. The weight of the standard length of steel tube is 63

lbs. and external diameter is normally 2 in. it can thus be

easily handled by the average man. Standard couplings are used to

frame up the tubes, various types of these and other fittings are

shown in Fig. 4.9. Square or circular base plates are provided

with a central pin that fits into the base of the standards.I .

These are sufficient to take the weight of the scaffold on

ordinary firm ground. For soft ground or pavement lights stout

planking is used to distribute the pressure. The bse plates can

be spiked to th~ planking, holes usually being provided in them

for these purppse. Adjustable base are available with a range of
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height of a few inches. The tubing can be extended to any length

by means of end to end couplers.

Typical scaffolds are illustrated in Fig. 4.10. On high-rise

buildings double or triple tube standards linked by couplers are

required for the lower part. Similar strengthening is necessary

for mason's scaffolding when heavy blocks of stone must be

supported.

4.5 FORM WORKS AND SHUTTERINGS

Different typ~s of formworks and shutterings are used. But in

high-rise building construction Flying Forms are used these days.

4.5.1 Flying Forms

In high rise cast-in-place concrete buildings, construction is

identical from bay to bay and from floor to floor. The buildings

consists esseptially of either a series of columns supporting

flat plate floors or a number of shear walls doing the same

thing. A floor slab form and its support system, designed for one

floor can be reused for all the others, the main problem being

the moving of the form from one position to another. This

problem has been solved by the use of flying forms, form designed

as a complete unit, large enough, so that the entire floor of one

bay may be cast on it and capable of being moved .as a unit from

one position to another.
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Forms are made up of a metal frame-steel or aluminum supporting a

wood or metal deck and resting on screw jacks. The jacks allow

the torm to be adjusted to exactly the right level for placing

the slab and when it has gained sufficient strength the form can

be lowered away from the slab by turning down the jacks.

The form is the~ lowered onto roller the jacks folded up in to

the flying position, an the form rolled out of the bay to where

it can behook,d to a crane which will finish moving it out of

the bay and swing it into a new position. There it will be used

again and moved again, as many times as there are bays in the

structure. Fig. 4.11 shows a sequence of operation of flying form

from one location to the next.

The multiple use of fibre glass flying forms permits the design

of more elaborate structural sections for the slab system, thus

improving the structural efficiency of .the slab system.

4.6. IMPROVED CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES

Improved construction techniques, a few of which are mentioned

below, and improved equipments probably are the strongest

contributions to the development of high-rise structures.

Improved construction methods has provided better technical

solutions to many problems and, in most cases, has resulted in

reduced construction costs.
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4.6.1 Lift-Slab Construction Method

Lift-slab construction method in which, slabs are cast at the

ground level, one on top of the other. Only side forms are

necessary ..Specially designed collars for 'column connection are

cast in the slab. After the slab attain the desirable strength,

they are lifted hydraulically upon the' columns after reaching

their final position. Building up to 15 floors in height have

been constructecj by this method. Stability of such structures

usually is achieved by shear wall, or reinforced concrete cores.

4.6.2 Slipform

Slipforming. is a technique of constructing walls, and columns, in

which 3 to 4 ft. high forms are raised continuously, while

concrete is placed between them. Progress of 10 to 12 in. per

hour is regarded as average per day. This method, originally

developed for silos and bins, has been used recently on many

high-rise structures in which cores were slip formed. The slip

form basically consists of an inner and outer form, 3 to 4 ft. in

height, fabricated form wood or steel to produce the building

shape desired, and supported by two strong vertical yokes. These,

yokes are tied together across the top to give the form side the

rigidity needed to apply the pressure required to produce

reasonable smooth surface.

Instead of remaining stationary as normal forms do, slip forms

move continuously upward, drawn by jacks climbing on vertical
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" ,steel jack rods. These are anchored at the base of the structure ~~

and embedded in the concretre below the forms. The jack may be

hydrasulic, electric or pneumatic and are capable of producing

from speeds of up to 20 in/hr. If jack rod is to be reused, it

is withdrawn from the wall after the forming is completed. This

is made possible by sheathing the rod with a thin pipe, which is

attached at its top end to the jack base and moves up with the

forms. The sheath prevents concrete from bonding to the jack rod

and leaves it standing free within the hardened concrete. In some

cases the rod is left unsheathed and remains as part of

reinforcing.

4.6.3 Prefabricated Construction Technique

The use of prefabricated structural members has grown rapidly in
the bridges and buildings. The prefabricated members has entered
the field of high-rise buildings. The tendency has been to bring
production work into a plant where weather is immaterial, and
working conditions are stable. However, precasting on or near the
site is also practical. Prefabricated construction allows better
control and savings through repetition in production; expensive

,

form work may as well be avoided.

Further advantages of prefabricated construction method are
shorter construction time, and ease in obtaining accuracy in
dimension through an industrialized process. Now a days.

prefabrication technique is so developed that entire rooms of
apartments, including almost all finishes are done in the same
casting year.
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The majority of prefabricated high-rise structures, however,

consist of large panel components (slab and. wall) or system in

which prefabrication has included primarily the structural frame

applied in the field.

4.6.4 Tilt-up Construction Technique

Wall elements of limited heights may be ecoomically and quickly

constructed by the Tilt-up construction methods with many

aesthetic finishes obtainable at affordable cost. Actually panels

upto four stories high (40 to 60 ft. ) have been cast and tilted

up as one unit.

4.6.5. Drop-slab Construction Technique

This mehtod of ~asting slabs is similar and opposite in the

technique of the lift-slab method. A core is constructed through

full height of the building, and some form of transfer girders

placed at the tOf' cantilevering out over the core. Rods are hung

from the girders and the slab forms are attached to the rods.

Once the slab is placed and has acquired sufficient strength, the

form is dropped ?ownward to palce for the next floor. This method

is used for high-rise structures as there is no height

limitation. Transfer girder may be provided at several levels in
i

very high rise buildings.
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CHAPTER 5

HIGH-RISE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION IN BANGLADESH

5.1 GENERAL

In Bangladesh bbilding construction technology has not yet been
!

developed to that extent compared to that in developed countries.

Many buildings are still constructed without any involvement of

engineers and inmost cases the workers are illiterate and
unskilled.

Recently it is found that some non-engineer domestic contractors

have begun to d~velop the ability to manage entire contract

rather than just to provide a labour subcontracting service. Some

contractors employ one or two engineers, but the engineers are

not appreciated to develop the modern techniques. Some times the

contractors are found to carry out their entire project with
sub-contractor. In such instances quality cannot be maintained

because the main contractor is reluctant to offer salaries which

would attract experienced engineers and supervisors.

There are two types of contractors in Bangladesh: general

contractors and prime contractors. A general contractor takes

overall responsibility for construction of a building. The
general cont:ractor engage sub-contractors, who take
responsibility for the work of the various trades required for

construction. For example, a plumbing contractor install the
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plumbing fixtures, an electrical contractor install the

electrical system, and elevator contractor install elevators.

Sometimes, in addition to a general contractor, the owenr

contracts separately with special contractors, such as electrical

and mechanical contractors, who perform substantial amount of the

work required for buildings, such contractors are called prime

contractors. Their payment is directly made by the owner.

In some cases, the owner awards a contract to an organization for

both the design and construction of a building. Such

organisations are called turn-key contractors. However, this kind

of practice is very rarely used in Bangladesh. In some occasions

the owner employs engineers and construction managers to

supervise and conduct the construction job. For doing the job

they in turn engage various craftsmen, such as masons,

carpenters, plumbers, electricians, rod binders etc. The owner

himself takes the overall responsibility pf the work. This kind

of practice has found its popularity among property developers
and real state companies.

5.2. ORGANISATIONS ENGAGED IN HIGH RISE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION

There are more than 10,000 organisations4, engaged at present in

Bangladesh in different construction job. These organisations

ranges in size from small proprietorships to big construction
firms handling works of crores of taka.
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The building construction in private sector may be classified

into four broad groups. These are construction companies,

property developers, individual contractors and private

individuals. Among these, private individuals mostly build their

own dwellings and have little or no expertise depending solely

on craftsmen. Individual contractors may be of engineering

educational background or nonengineers. However, these people

accumulate construction expertise through engagement in more than

one construction. Property developers are relatively new faces in

construction practice. This is also rational in the sense that

these organisations are engaged in repeated constructions. A

major share of building construction in private sector is still

carried out by co~structioncompanies. These companies of course

vary in sizes and are distributed widely over the whole of

Bangladesh, while the property developers are mostly confined to

two or. three major cities. The big construction companies have

all their head offices in Dhaka. Some of these have also
!

experience of co~struction outside Bangladesh., , The major

.construction companies stationed in Dhaka city and involved in

high-rise construction work are :

- Concord En~ineers & Construction Ltd.
- Nirman International Ltd.
- Rana Construction Co. Ltd.
- Project Builders Ltd.
- BTl Ltd (Building, Technology and Ideas Ltd.)
- Eastern Housing Ltd.
- Walsow Ltd.
- Home Builders Ltd.
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5.3 HIGH-RISE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE IN
BANGLADESH

A field survey was conducted in course of this work to assess the. , .

potential of different construction organisations engaged in

high-rise building construction in Bangladesh in mechanized

construction. Due to time limitations and reluctance of some

organisaitons in supplying the required data, the information

gathered is not complete. Still an attempt was made to collect a

complete picture of how the construction companies based in Dhaka

are equiped with high-rise building construction equipment.

No list of equipments could be made availabel from the largest

Govt. organiz~tion, PWD. However, an elaborate study on

construction i~dustry in Bangladesh was conducted in 1988 by
Planning Commission.

From the survey it appears that the following equipments are

available with the construction companies that came under study
(see Appendix).
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Name of the Equipments

LIST OF EQUIPMENTS

No.given by the
Construction
Firms surveyed

No. given by the
Planning Commission3

Concrete Mixer 144 369

Concrete Vibrator 203 506

Crawler Crane 4 23

Drilling Rig 26 32

Generator 34 67

Pile Driving Set 35 71

Crawler Tractor 5 5
Tyred Tractor 60 118
Truck 52 158

Water Pump 225 408

Welding Machine 97 240

Winch Machine 49 114

Tower Crane 1 2

Crane Hoist 11 64

Gas Cutting Set 5 45
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5.4 LIST OF TALL BUILDINGS (ABOVE 12 STORIED)

Some of the names of tall buildings (above 16 storied),
constructed in Dhaka City are listed below

- 30-Storied Bangladesh Bank Second Annexe. High-rise Building,
Kamalapur, Dhaka

24-Storied Bangladesh Shilpa Bank Building,

Motijheel, Dhaka (Plate: 1)

24-Storied Janata Bank Head Office Building,
Motijheel, Dhaka (Plate: 2)

22-Storied Bangladesh Chemical Industries Corporation Bhavan
Building, Motijheel, Dhaka

21-Storied Sena Kalayan Shangstha BhavanBuilding,
Kamalapur, Dhaka

20-Storied Bangladesh Secretariate Building, Dhaka

20-Storied Jiban Bima Corporation Bhavan Building,
Motijheel, Dhaka, .

18-Storied E~stern Tower Apartment Building, Eskatonj Dhaka

17-Storied Walsow Tower Apartment Building, Paribagh, Dhaka
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5.5 PROCEDURE ADOPTED IN THE CONSTRUCTION OF 30 STORIED

BANGLADESH BANK II ANNEXE HIGH-RISE BUILDING

During field survey and from an exclusive interview with Mr.Nurun

(~'\
\ i

I, I
\ !, "

\ /\r

Nabi, Chief Engineer, Nirman International Ltd., working for the

project for about five years,following information/data were

gathered regarding the procedure and techniques adopted in the

construction of 30-storied Bangladesh Bank II Annexe High-rise
Building (Plate 3) :

Owner

Time Frame

Consultant
Contractor

Name of the work

Lift provided
Floor Area
Structural System:
Foundation

Admixture used

Construction of 30-storied Bangladesh Bank
Second Annexe High-rise Building
(including Basement Floor)
Bangladesh Bank, Government of Banladesh
Design Associates Ltd.
Nirman Internatoinal Ltd.
50 months (December 1987 to February 1992)
9 Nos. with standby generators
~0,550 sft. per floor
Shear-wall frame system
Raft on Piles
(22 in. dia, 1110 nos. Cast-in-situ Pile)
Liquid Admixture for water proofing in the
basement

Reinforcing Bars 60-Grade Deformed Bar ( High-tensile
Scaffolding • Steel Tubular Scaffolding
Finishing Bontile Finishing (Aluminium glazing, Tinted

Glass 5&6 mm thick)
Equipment used
for lifting of
concrete Hoist (2 Nos.)

Crane-hoisted buckets and
Winch Machine
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5.6 SCOPE OF MECHANIZED HIGH-RISE BUILDING CONSTRUCTION IN
BANGLADESH

From field survey and interview with various construction

organisations engaged in high-rise construction it was revealed

that almost all phases of construction operation in Bangladesh is

done manually. So precision in construction works is difficult to

achieve. Form lay-out to final finishing work very few

mechanization is practised. Almost all excavations are done with

the help of particularly kassi (Kodal) and basket. Stone crushing

for concrete production is done manually, which is a very tough

job to do. From the field survey it appears that mechanised

construction is earnestly needed for better and economic

constructton. During interview with the workers engaged in

construction work they opined that the process of mechanization

will make them unemployed. However, this may not be case in
real ity. From the experience of advanced countries engaged in

fully mechanized construction (the author has visited Thailand,

Malaysia, Singapore, Hongkong and other Asian countries), the

mechanization itself did not result in unemployment; on the

contrary it opened new fields of employment. A few construction

companies reported to own stone crusher, although they were not

found to use them for the purpose. In an interview with one such

construction company it was learnt that crushing of stone costs

Tk. 4.5 per cft. when done manually and Tk. 7.00 per cft. if

done with crush~r, More over, the machine cost itself is a big

amount of initial investment. The author likes to differ

completely with this opinion. Isolated use of any machine and
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incomplete utilization of machine time can never yield economy. A

planned and well managed utilization of a machine is necessary

and precondition for proper mechanization. It is therefore,

suggested that in the beginning of the mechanization era and in
conditions of low volume of construction work only specialized

companies should procure machines and provide its service to

other through leasing system keeping complete pace between demand
and supply.

No ready-mixed concrete plant has been found to exist during

field survey. Such a plant is helpful for producin~ high quality

concrete, which is essential for high-rise building construction.

Along with this ready-mixed concrete pl'ant, transit mixers or

concrete carrying trucks and concrete pumps are required.

Al thoguh the total set may require high initial investment, an

optimum and planned utilization of such a complex may yield

economy and high quality in the long run. The main reasons behind

nonmechanized construction in Bangladesh are resource constraint,

low volume of work, and lack of planned management. Although the

mechanization may seem to cause unemployment at its initial

stage, it will ultimately create better employment opportunity.

Mechanized construction in Bangladesh is essential in order to

improve the q~ality of construction, the speed of construction,

and for economic construction. Economic construction through the

process of mechanization will create new funds for the

mechanization itself and thus will result in an accelerated
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mechanized construction which is very important for the
development of Bangladesh.

5.7 SCOPE OF ADOPTING ADVANCED TECHNIQUES FOR HIGH-RISE
CONSTRUCTION

From field survey and interview with various craftsmen and

technical personnel engaged with high-rise building construction

work in Bangladesh, it is noticed that construction techniques

adopted in Bangladesh is still crude and not always scientific.

The main reason behind this is the craftsmen are illiterate and

untrained. The technical personnel engaged in construction are

not adequately substantiated by professional expertise of the

enterprises in which they are employed. The field engineers also

need specialized training in construction techniques and

construction m~nagement. Another reason behind lack of up-to-date

construction techniques is the absence of modern construction
equipments.

Tubular metallic scaffolding for example has not found
application due to its unavailability. Only very few construction

companies have their prefabricated scaffolding materials which

they imported from abroad. The shuttering materials universally

used is wood, but good quality wood is not sufficiently available

in local market. Centering and shuttering in Bangladesh is

generally done with the help of wood and bamboo. Bamboos are used
as proping materials and woods are used for shuttering. Steel
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plain sheets are also used as shuttering materials which is

costlier than wood.

For casting in double or triple heights, centering is done with

the help of wooden posts (sal bolli) of 4 in. to 5 in. in dia

but staging is done at the level of 10 to 12.ft. height, staging

is supposed to ensure .lateral stability and provide supports for

props at upper levels. In this case staging of planket is done on

the top of the props and next group of props are placed on the

stage directly on the top of the lower props. It has been

observed that in most cases cross bracing are ignored, but it is

necessary for stability and for ensurjng security to workers

engaged in concreting.

It has been observed in one site in Dhaka city that excavation of
depth more tha~ 10 ft. is kept open without protection of sides.
This may resu~t in an instability of eicavation and create
problem at the time of construction. Such open excavation require
proper protection in order to ensure security of workers and ease
in high-rise construction.

It may be concluded that there is a bright prospect of adopting

advanced construction techniques in Bangladesh, specially with
respect to high-rise building construction. Scope of employing
modern techniques such as Lift-slab construction techniques,
Flying-form techniques, Precast techniques, etc., need adequate

I

exploration. H~wever, it should be kept in mind that adaptation
of modern techniques can not be supported without creating,

trained manpower for it.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY

6.1 GENERAL

6.2 CONCLUSIONS

The following are the principal conclusions drawn from present

study :
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(i) A great mass of high-rise building construction in

Bangladesh is non engineered in nature. Substantial amount

of economy would result if proper know-how and engineering

skill could have been used.

(ii) Although the construction procedure followed in engineering

high-rise buildings is satisfactory, the mechanization for,
construction has not yet reached at satisfactory level.

Reinforcement cutting, bending, concrete mixing, placing,

compacting; curing etc. may be fully mechanized.

(iii) Planned utilization of equipments at different stages of

construction is a necessity for faster and quality

construction. These equipments should be owned by

specialized organisations and be provided to builders

through a lease system in a manner tOo minimize the idle

time.

(iv) Construction methods and techniques being practiced have a

vast scope for modernisation and improvement.

(v) Tradi tionally used bamboo, wood, salbolla in scaffolding
I ,

can be repiaced by fabricated steel tubings with a prospect

of long term repeated use. Use of proper bracing system in

scaffolding erection may minimize the material consumption.

Shutterings and form works may also be improved by using

steel fabricated materials.
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6.3. RECOMMENDATIONS

The following are the recommendations for future study

(i) Like the conducted general study on high-rise building

construction practice in Bangladesh, identical studies may

be undertiken for other civil engineering structures such

as bridges, culverts, roads, dams etc.

(ii) More specific and detailed study is needed for construction

equipments, methods and techniques.

(iii) A study may be undertaken towards the development of

contract sy?tem for construction work in Bangladesh.
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APPENDIX

LIST OF EQUIPMENTS COLLECTED
FROM VARIOUS CONSTRUCTION FIRMS



A.1 NIRMAN INTERNATIONAL LTD.
List of Equipments

Sl.No. Name of Equipments Quantity

01 Dump Truct 6 Nos.
02 Wheel Loader
03 Bulldozer
04 Generatol- 2
05 Ell 9 i r Ie- Comp resso r 1
06 Plate Compactor 2
07 Grout Pump sets
08 Mixer Machine 14 Nos.

,09 Water Pump 22
10 Vibrator Machine 32
11 Fuel Pump
12 Belt Conveyer 11
13 Rammer
14 Winch Machine 6
15 Rebar Cutting Machine 2
16 Rebar Bending Machine 3
17 Gas Cutting & Welding set 2 sets
18 Welding Machine 8 sets
19 Theoqol ite 5 Nos
20 Levelling Instrument 10 Nos
21 Platform Scale 2



Sl . No. Name of Equipments Quantity

22 Driller Machine 7
23 Wheel Barrow 18
24 Adjustable pipe supports 2,000 pes.

Lockson Type
25 Bar Bender 2 sets
26 Electric Bar Cutter 2 sets
27 Scaffolding materials 2,500 pes
28 Truck 10 Nos
29 Tractor with Tnti ler 4 Nos



A,2 RANA CONSTRUCTION CO, LTD.
List of Equipments

r"\ ;
,

'\ :, ,
\
.~,

S 1. No. Name of Equipments Quantity

0,1. Mixer Machine 14
02. Water Pump 23 "(
03. Vibrator 21
04. Welding Transformer 4
05. Power Compactor 3
06. Concrete Compressor Testing Machine 5
07. BUilding Host

8
08. Tower Hosit 2
09. Theodolite 3
10. Levelling Instrument 5
11. Rough Plaster Machine 4
12. Stone Crusher 3
13. Drill Machine 19
14. Hand Winch Machine 6
15. Gas Welding and Cutting



S 1. No.

A.3 PROJECT BUILDERS LTD.
List of Equipments

Name of Equipments Quantity

01. Mixer Machine
2102. Water Pump
2203. Concrete Vibrator
1904. Welding set
1005. Concrete Breaker

06. Vibrating Hammersor Testing Machine 807. Mechanical Hoist
208. Levelling Instrument 609. Theodo 1He
410. Stone Crushertrument set11. Power Rammerr Machine 6 set12. Stand Driller
3 Nos13. Hnad Dr ill

16 Nos14. Compactor Machine
315. HYdraulic Pump
116. Shear Cutter
217. Weighing Scale
418. Rotary Hammer Drill Machine 219. Cast-in-situ Piling Set 620. Derrick
4



Sl.No. Name of Equipments Quantity

21 . Wooden Shttering 1,50,000 sft
22. Steel Shuttering 30,000 sft
23 Steel Pipe Prope 15,000 Nos ..
24. Hoist 3 Nos
25. Rope Crane 2
26. Adjustable Steel Prone 5,000
27 Fixed Steel Prones 8,000
28. Steel Forms and Accessories 85.500 sft
29. Scaffolding & Accessories 3,400
30. Batching Plant with Accessories 1 set



S1. No.

A.4 SHELTECH CO. LTD.
List of Equipments

Name of Equipments Quantity

01 . Stone Crushing Machine set
02. Screener attached with Stone Crusher 2 set
03. Mixer Machine 12
04. CKoncrete Vibrators 9

05. Pile Driving Set 5 set
06. Bored Piling Rig 3 set
07. Equipment for pre-stressing 9 set
08. Welding Set 9 set
09. Generator 11
10. Water Pumps 67
11 . Dumper 5
12. Material Hoist
13. Dump Truck 6
14. Bar Bender 1
15. Ring Bender
16. Theodolite 4
17. Levelling Instrument 4 sets
18. Flat Trucks (Crane Mounted) 2 sets



A.5 NEW GENERATION CONSTRUCTION CO. LTD.
List of Equipments

S1. No. Name of Equipments Quantity

01 . Mixer Machine 17
02. Vibrator 18
03 Soi 1 Compactorormer 15
04. Water Pump 22
05. Sand Pump 6
06. Electric Generator 3
07. Welding Set 15
08. Theodolitet 5
09. Levelling Instruments 5
10. Steel Scaffoldingsnt 5,000 sets
11. Pi 1ing Equipments 6
12. Sturck 3

n



A.6 CONCORD ENGINEERS & CONSTRUCTION LTD.
List of Equipments

S1. No.

01.

02.

Name of Equipments

Diesel Pile Hammer
Loader

Quantity

3

2

03. Crawler Crane
04.
05.

Scotch Derrick
Tower Crane

2

set
06. Slzgitte Reverse Circulation Drilling Rig 1 No.
07.
08.

09.
10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

1 7 .

18.

19.

20.
21 .

22.
23.
24.

Concrete Mixer
Concrete Mixer with weigh batching
arrangement.
Pile Driving Winches
Steel Derrick for Pile Driving
Hoist Wich
Hoisting Derr"ick,

Concrete Vibrator
Air Compressor
Stone Crusher
Generatorck
Welding Set
Trucks
Tractor Trailer
Grout Pump and Mixer
Water Pump
Bar Bending Machine
Bar Cutting Machine
Clamshell Bucket

20
.4

5 sets
6 sets
13 Nos
12

40
2 sets
4

4

12

10 Nos.
5

2

1 7

3 sets
3 sets
4 sets



Sl . No.

A.7 HOME BUILDERS LTD.
List of Equipments

Name of Equipments Quantity

01. Concrete Mixer 9 Nos.
02. Concrete Vibrator 10
03. Air Compressor
04. RCC Pile Driving set 2

05. Single Drum Wintch 2

06. Cast-in-SituR.C.C. Pi 1ing sets 6 sets
07. Welding Generatol- 2 Nos.
08. Load Test EqLiipment 2 Sets
09. Mechanical Hoist 2 Sets
10. Centrifugal Pump 2 sets
11. Electric Welding Transformer 2
12. Theodolitet 2

13. Levelling Instrument 3
14. Pneumatic Earth Rammer 2
15. Concrete Hammer Dr ill 1 set



A.8 PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT CO.
List of Equipments

S1. No. Name of Equipments Quantity

01 . Pre-Cast Pi1e Driving Set set
02. Cast-in-Situ Piling Set 4
03. Mini Rail Line \~ith Trollys 4 sets
04. Compressorane 1 set
05. Mud Pump 3 sets
06. Powr Generatorst 3 sets
07. Welding Tr-ansformer-s 6 sets
08. Diesel Welding Generators 4 sets
09. Mixe ,-Machine 13 sets
10. Concrete Vibrators 24 sets
11, Pump Sets 20 sets
12. Submersible Pump 8 sets
13. Water Pump 8 sets
14. Building Hoist 4 sets
15. Towr Hoist 4 sets
16. Rotary Hammer Drill 3 sets
17. Theodolite 2 sets
18. Leveling Instruments 4 sets
19. Steel FOI-mwork 1200 sft.
20. Steel Props 3000 Nos.
21 . M.S. Rod Cutt ing Machine 3 Nos.
22. M.S. Road Bending Machine 3 Nos.



S 1. No. Name of Equipments Quantity

23. Steel Scaffolding 8000 sft.
24. Tr-actor- with Tr-olly 2
25. Concr-ete Bucket 4
26. Vibr-o Rammer- 2
27. High Pr-essur-e Pump for- jetting 4
28. Concr-ete testing Machine 5

29. Levelling Instr-urnents 10 sets
30. Hydr-aulic Jack 12
31, Radial Dr-ill set



QUESTIONNAIRE



This questionaire must be filled. in bY,theowne;r/:propre.itor
of the o'rg;'Oizati'on/firm or prefer,abl,y, b,y,a iqua;l,i'f,ie,d
Engineer who is in the top management of the organization .

. ;." .:; ~
l.'What is the name of your organization/.finn,.?,,(with,mai,ling
address & telephone/telex/fax number)
-----------------------------_._------------------------------
-------------------------------------------------~~~~----~----
---------------------------------------------~-~---------~---
-------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------_._-----------~----~----~~-~~~~---
2.How many high-rise building you have constructed?
[] 1 [] 2-5 [] 6-9 [] 10 nnd above.

3.And how many are in hand/future plan? [] 1 [] 2-5 [] 6 +

Pleaie .ii.ve ...inf~;i~aiion 'with ~espect
project/building you have just completed : to a particular

per s ft.

;; :

------------------: Tk.

i' " .Percentage of
No. of storey
Storey height

Project/Building _
--------- sft. Floor Area '-..:.-,---,-..:.-,_",,,,,l~ ',sft.

(per floor) (per,,flo,oc),,'
shear~all each floor

above G.L below G.L _~-' ~ _
G.F ft. Typical Floor ft.

(clear) (clear)
No. of Lift/Elevator provided _
No. of stand~by Generator installed _
Cost Break-up (Per Floor)
Civil Construction
(including foundation)
Electrical Installation :Tk. per sft.
(including 1ift/Elevator/Generator) .
Sanitary/Sewerage/Drainage :Tk. per sft.
(including Garbage Chute)

: ,

4.Mention :
Name of the
Plinth Area

5 .W hat con s tr u c t j. 0 n e q u j p men t s you. h a v e
construction ? (Mention only the special type
high~rise construction)

used in
r;e.qui,r;ed

the
for

Name Model Mode Capacity/Ratings
--------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------
---------------~---------------------------------------------
- - - - -- --'- - - -"- -- - - - - - - - --,- -.-,- _ -- • -.0. _....: '_1 __ ~" ' '_''''::''' •..:.... ' __

-------------------------------------------------------~-----
----------- _.------ -----'- --------------------- _:.....:.....:-...: - -,-'- --'- --'- :_-'--

" . . .' ,.. , ,', '"-,-;- -;--- - - - ----~ - - ---; - - - - -:~ -- -.~ - - -c- - - i__ ~ ~ .:.- ' _

~-~-----------~-~--~---~-~-~--.----------------- ~L_~~~L _
------------------~-----------------------~-------------------

.,- - - - -- - - - -- -- - - -;-,:---,- -,- ~- - - _.;-- ~ -'- -- -:- - - -'~ - -'- -':-:- --:..:....- -- -..::.........:..._!_...:.'--. --~..:::~ - --
".~ .,.":~' .. J; i

1



6".Who "has" designed
6fficial designation)

"(Please
. .J

":ll

&

Architectural Design
Internal Decoration)

(including Sani~ary/~ewerag~ layo~t!and
1','

----.-- -- ------- -- -----------:-----------;-:,--;---:-i- -..,......,..-.----

- _.- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ._,_~,_....,-'._..~..1. _

---------_._---~------~-----------~--~~~....,.-------

Name ------------------------------------------------------Qualification
Designation
Structural Design

Name : ---------------~-~----~----------~---------~---7------Qualification
Designation

Electrical Design (including Lift/Elevator and Gene~atDr)
. , , : .', . ,"; ". ' " .."

. : ",I : ~;.,

Name : ------------------------------------------------------Qualification
Designation

.7.who has checked
name~qualification

Architectural

and ipproved the" design
& official designation or,

" ..\ :"_ ,~ .: .i" ; . i
CP 1e a s e men t ion
au tho ri:tyj
" -, (I;, . ':.'

:\

-----------------------------~--------~-~-----~-~--~--~------
- - - - - - -- - - - -~- -.~ - - -- - - - --- - - - - - - _. - - - - - - -,-.-,- -,- - T.- - _.- --- - --- - - - - - - --

---- ----- - ----- ------ - - -- - - --- -~~-- --;- -- - -- -- - - -,- -.;....- -----,- _..:.. ----
-----------------------------------------------~~------------
Structural

, ,

-------~------------------------------~-----------~----------, ,. .

--------------------------------~-~---------~~~~-------------

----------------------------~---~-7--~-~,-----~7-------------

---------------------------_._-----~--~~-----------------~----
-------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------

8.What was the target time of completion?

Planning/Design months, Mobilisation months
Foundation months, Super-Structure months
Finishing months, Total Project months

Complete in all respect within the target time? [] Yes
[] Delayed by months [] Ahead by months

2



9.What procedure/methodology you have adopted 1n designing

PLANNING STAGE

Socia-environmental

Sub-soil investigation
, , :, i .~.

Electro-mechanical

DESIGN STAGE

Load Calculation

Dead Load

Live Load

J .' 'l,.' '; I",

--~------------------------------------------------
Construction Load

Wind Load
---~-- -- -- ---- - ------------------ --- -'..:..:...:... -- ..:....'....:..._'..•. :.:.. --~;.

Seismic Load ------------ -- -------- -- ---------- ':""- -- ..:•.:..:...:.....:.... _.:..... -'- ----

~"'rame Analysis j"),,,

Portal Method ------~--~---------- ~_l ~_l _

Moment Distribution Method

Computer Aided
package)

(Please'mention
, ;, the name o .f'

--~--------------~-~-~~7-~-----~--------~--~~--~-~-~--..:.._~~~_
-------------------------------------------------------------
other Meth9ds ("Thumb Rule,
differ'e'n't'from ;"bove)

,: . ..!". . ~.;\.,

Traditiona)~et~od and any method
" ':1

----------------------------_._-------------------------------
--------------------------------------------------------------
feoundation

Pile (including Pile Cap)

C~~umn.r~ot~ng ~----~ __--------------~-~~-~--~-L-~-~~--~~~_
Jr-' .',1(',

Any other special treatment ~ _

3



;:'t

Quality Control

CONSTRUCTION STAGE
" .!"; .~,'~

Supel~V i s i on ~. ---...:..--.-.----.--------.----:--......,7'--,-,..--.:--~_;_.-7"""::_.'.:....---

Cost Analysis (including Cash FJ. ow) --- -- ------- --- -"_._-- -- ---. ' , , . -. , .. -~

Monitoring & Evalution

C.P.M /PERT Method

I .,," "

Bar Chart Method ---------------------------~--~:__;_~~T~~~~~---

Other Methods - .•.-- ------ -- - -~-- ---- -'-.- _.:... -'-,- _ ...:.... ----", " .

.------------.- -----.-- ---- -- --- --- ---- -- - - --- -- --_.- ------'717,7,-;---;- ;-:-.-;----

10. About You

Name

Qualification

Designation

Contact Address ", '.

'.'('

------------------_._---------,---------~----~-...:..---_..:....-------~---. , , -. ,'.' . ,.;.," ., , .. '"

How long you are In the firm/organization ? months.

Your suggestio~s
(Concentrate' on' High~risehu:ilding';
Bangladesh)

.. .,

c'6"i1:S't ru ct:i o'n:" .;~,.,\~'.a..c....,'t.:.~i..,!c,.~e.'....:
',:);!- "',1

in

-------------------------------------------------~~~~7~~~~~---

------------------------------_._---~--~~~~~--~~~~--~-----~~---

'; ,'; _ < ; ,r ,-':: •'I ':1 '.; J ~_,,)improved' methodology(Concentrate
construction

on application
practice)

4

of

,.:).: 1 .: i " .:'fJ

in



PHOTOGRAPHS



PLATE 1 24- STORIED BANGLADESH SHILPA BANX BUILDING AT
HOTIJHEEL DHAKA, BANGLADESH



PLATE 2 24 - STORIED J ANATA BANK HEAD OFFICE BUILDING
AT HOTIJHESL DH1UCA, BANGLADESH



PLATE J CONSTRUCTION OF 30 STORIED

BANGLADESH BANK Ll ANNEXE HIGH-RISE BUILDING



PLATE 4 CONCORD TOWER BUILDING AT BANGL~10TOR
DHAKA, BANGLADESH (under cons:bruction;
Using Crane & 'finch machine)



PLATE 5 HIGH-RISE BUILDINGS AT BANANI DHAKA, BAi'!GLADESH



PLATE 6 12- STORIED BAi'IGLADESHBANK OFFICE BUILDING AT
KHULNA, BANGLADESH. ( Under Construction: Usine
Steel ScaffoldinG")
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